
SAINT-EMILION GRAND CRU

CHÂTEAU 

GRAND BARRAIL
LAMARZELLE FIGEAC

Come to Château Grand Barrail Lamarzelle Figeac for an
unforgettable experience...

In the heart of the vineyards and 3 minutes from Saint-Emilion, the Château
team invites you to discover our estate in a friendly, authentic atmosphere.
You'll discover a magnificent circular cellar, rare in the region, and a wine shop
with a prestigious selection of over 500 Bordeaux and international wines.

visitesgblf@dourthe.com  -  +33 (0)5 57 24 99 26 - +33 (0)6 33 98 61 17



Workshop
Dourthe

Workshop 
Grand Cru

2 wines tasting2 wines tasting

19€/pers.19€/pers.
50 min50 min

79€/pers from 2 to 4 pers.79€/pers from 2 to 4 pers.      
69€/pers from 4 to 10 pers.69€/pers from 4 to 10 pers.

1h301h30  

Découverte

5 Dourthe wines5 Dourthe wines
tastingtasting

49€/pers.49€/pers.
1h301h30  

39€/pers.39€/pers.
1h001h00  

Origine

Our tours & tasting
workshops

Discover the secrets behind the
making of a historic Saint-Emilion
cru. After a close-up look at our
vines, discover our circular barrel
cellar, the only one of its kind in
the region. Tasting of two
vintages from the estate.

Embark on a unique tasting
experience in the heart of the
winery. After a tour of the technical
facilities, we invite you to taste our
wine directly from the barrel, as well
as from the amphora.  You'll learn
more about the principles of wine-
making and blending. Become a
wine connoisseur!

Taste the Grands Crus experience!

Sail from the right bank to the left
bank of Bordeaux. Classifications,
flagship appellations, iconic grape
varieties, exceptional terroirs...
Bordeaux will hold no secrets for
you.

Plunge into the heart of Bordeaux
wine culture and discover five
shades of Bordeaux. Guided
tasting of Dourthe vineyards from
the right and left banks. A unique
opportunity to understand the
characteristics of Bordeaux wines.

5 Grands Crus tasting5 Grands Crus tasting

5 wines tasting5 wines tasting


